


















































































Confidentiality and Sealing in State Court 

 

1. Rule 2.420. Public Access to Judicial Branch Records 

Procedures for Determining Confidentiality of Court Records.  

(1) The clerk of the court shall designate and maintain the confidentiality of any 
information contained within a court record that is described in subdivision 
(d)(1)(A) or (d)(1)(B) of this rule. The following information shall be maintained 
as confidential: 

1.  (i) Chapter 39 records relating to dependency matters, termination 
of parental rights, guardians ad litem, child abuse, neglect, and 
abandonment. § 39.0132(3), Fla. Stat. 

2. (ii) Adoption records. § 63.162, Fla. Stat. 
3. (iii) Social Security, bank account, charge, debit, and credit card 

numbers in court records. § 119.0714(1)(i)-(j), (2)(a)-(e), Fla. Stat. 
(Unless redaction is requested pursuant to 119.0714(2), this 
information is exempt only as of January 1, 2011.) 

4. (iv) HIV test results and patient identity within those test results. § 
381.004(3)(e), Fla. Stat. 

5. (v) Sexually transmitted diseases - test results and identity within 
the test results when provided by the Department of Health or the 
department"s authorized representative. § 384.29, Fla. Stat. 

6. (vi) Birth and death certificates, including court-issued delayed 
birth certificates and fetal death certificates. §§ 382.008(6), 
382.025(1)(a), Fla. Stat. 

7. (vii) Identifying information in a petition by a minor for waiver of 
parental notice when seeking to terminate pregnancy. § 390.01116, 
Fla. Stat. 

8. (viii) Identifying information in clinical mental health records 
under the Baker Act. § 394.4615(7), Fla. Stat. 

9. (ix) Records of substance abuse service providers which pertain to 
the identity, diagnosis, and prognosis of and service provision to 
individuals who have received services from substance abuse 
service providers. § 397.501(7), Fla. Stat. 

10. (x) Identifying information in clinical records of detained criminal 
defendants found incompetent to proceed or acquitted by reason of 
insanity. § 916.107(8), Fla. Stat. 

11. (xi) Estate inventories and accountings. § 733.604(1), Fla. Stat. 
12. (xii) The victim"s address in a domestic violence action on 

petitioner"s request. § 741.30(3)(b), Fla. Stat. 
13. (xiii) Information identifying victims of sexual offenses, including 

child sexual abuse. §§ 119.071(2)(h), 119.0714(1)(h), Fla. Stat. 
14. (xiv) Gestational surrogacy records. § 742.16(9), Fla. Stat. 
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15. (xv) Guardianship reports and orders appointing court monitors in 
guardianship cases. §§ 744.1076, 744.3701, Fla. Stat. 

16. (xvi) Grand jury records. Ch. 905, Fla. Stat. 
17. (xvii) Information acquired by courts and law enforcement 

regarding family services for children. § 984.06(3)-(4), Fla. Stat. 
18. (xviii) Juvenile delinquency records. §§ 985.04(1), 985.045(2), 

Fla. Stat. 
19. (xix) Information disclosing the identity of persons subject to 

tuberculosis proceedings and records of the Department of Health 
in suspected tuberculosis cases. §§ 392.545, 392.65, Fla. Stat. 

20. (xx) Presentence investigation reports and attached psychological 
or psychiatric evaluations. Fla. R. Crim. P. 3.712; §§ 921.231(1)(i), 
948.015(9), Fla. Stat. 

Request to Determine Confidentiality of Trial Court Records in Noncriminal Cases 

A request to determine the confidentiality of trial court records in noncriminal 
cases) must be made in the form of a written motion captioned "Motion to 
Determine Confidentiality of Court Records." A motion made under this 
subdivision must: 

(A) identify the particular court records or a portion of a record that the movant 
seeks to have determined as confidential with as much specificity as possible 
without revealing the information subject to the confidentiality determination; 

(B) specify the bases for determining that such court records are confidential; 
and 

(C) set forth the specific legal authority and any applicable legal standards for 
determining such court records to be confidential. 

Any motion made under this subdivision must include a signed 
certification by the party or the attorney for the party making the request 
that the motion is made in good faith and is supported by a sound factual 
and legal basis.. 

Request to Determine Confidentiality of Court Records in Criminal Cases 

 (A) Unless the motion represents that both the movant and any other party 
subject to the motion agree to all of the relief requested, as evidenced by all 
such parties signing the motion, the court shall hold a hearing on a motion filed 
within 15 days of the filing of the motion. Any hearing held must be an open 
proceeding, except that any person may request that the court conduct all or part 
of the hearing in camera to protect the interests set forth in subdivision 
(c)(9)(A). 
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(B) The court shall issue a written ruling on a motion filed under this 
subdivision within 10 days of the hearing on a contested motion or within 10 
days of the filing of an agreed motion. 

Any motion to determine whether a court record that pertains to a plea agreement, 
substantial assistance agreement, or other court record that reveals the identity of 
a confidential informant or active criminal investigative information is 
confidential under this rule may be made in the form of a written motion 
captioned "Motion to Determine Confidentiality of Court Records." Any motion 
made pursuant to this subdivision must be treated as confidential and indicated on 
the docket by generic title only, pending a ruling on the motion or further order of 
the court. As to any motion made under this subdivision, the following procedure 
shall apply: 

 Information that is the subject of such motion must be treated as confidential by 
the clerk pending the court’s ruling on the motion. Filings containing the 
information must be indicated on the docket in a manner that does not reveal the 
confidential nature of the information. 

 
2. Rule 2.425. Minimization of the Filing of Sensitive Information 

• Limitations for Court Filings. --Unless authorized by subdivision (b), statute, another rule 
of court, or the court orders otherwise, designated sensitive information filed with the 
court must be limited to the following format: 

o (1) The initials of a person known to be a minor; 
o (2) The year of birth of a person's birth date; 
o (3) No portion of any 

 (A) debit account number, 
 (B) bank account number, 
 (C) credit card account number, 
 (D) charge account number, or 
 (E) social security number, 

o (4) The last four digits of any 
 (A) taxpayer identification number (TIN), 
 (B) employee identification number, 
 (C) driver's license number, 
 (D) passport number, 
 (E) telephone number, 
 (F) financial account number, except as set forth in subdivision (a)(3), 
 (G) brokerage account number, 
 (H) insurance policy account number, 
 (I) loan account number, 
 (J) customer account number, or 
 (K) patient or health care number; 

o (5) A truncated version of any 



 (A) email address, 
 (B) computer user name, 
 (C) password, or 
 (D) personal identification number (PIN); and 

o (6) A truncated version of any other sensitive information as provided by court 
order. 

• (b) Exceptions. --Subdivision (a) does not apply to the following: 
o (1) An account number which identifies the property alleged to be the subject of a 

proceeding; 
o (2) The record of an administrative or agency proceeding; 
o (3) The record in appellate or review proceedings; 
o (4) The birth date of a minor whenever the birth date is necessary for the court to 

establish or maintain subject matter jurisdiction; 
o (5) The name of a minor in any order relating to parental responsibility, time-

sharing, or child support; 
o (6) The name of a minor in any document or order affecting the minor's 

ownership of real property; 
o (7) The birth date of a party in a writ of attachment or notice to payor; 
o (8) In traffic and criminal proceedings; 

 (A) a pro se filing; 
 (B) a court filing that is related to a criminal matter or investigation and 

that is prepared before the filing of a criminal charge or is not filed as part 
of any docketed criminal case; 

 (C) an arrest or search warrant or any information in support thereof; 
 (D) a charging document and an affidavit or other documents filed in 

support of any charging document, including any driving records; 
 (E) a statement of particulars; 
 (F) discovery material introduced into evidence or otherwise filed with the 

court; and 
 (G) all information necessary for the proper issuance and execution of a 

subpoena duces tecum; 
o (9) Information used by the clerk for case maintenance purposes or the courts for 

case management purposes; and 
o (10) Information which is relevant and material to an issue before the court. 

 

Case Law: 

• Barron v. Florida Freedom Newspapers, Inc., 531 So. 2d 113 (Fla. 1988). 
• Sentinel Commc’n Co. v. Watson, 615 So. 2d 768 (Fla. 5th DCA 1993). 
• State ex rel. Miami Herald Pub. Co. v. McIntosh, 340 So. 2d 904 (Fla. 1977). 
• Rasmussen v. South Florida Blood Serv., 500 So. 2d 533 (Fla. 1987). 



Confidential Materials in Federal Court 

What Are the Some of the Rules Govern Privacy Protection in Federal Court Filings? 

1. Federal Rule 5.2 governs redactions. 

a. What must be redacted from electronic or paper filings? 

i. Unless ordered otherwise, social security numbers, taxpayer ID numbers, birth 
dates, minors’ names, or financial account numbers, can only include: 

1. Last four digits of SSN and Taxpayer ID 

2. Birth year 

3. Minor’s initials 

4. Last four digits of financial account number 

b. What are the exemptions? 

i. Financial account number that identifies the property allegedly subject to 
forfeiture in a forfeiture proceeding 

ii. The record of an administrative or agency proceeding; 

iii.  The official record of a state-court proceeding; 

iv.  The record of a court or tribunal, if that record was not subject to the redaction 
requirement when originally filed; 

v.  A filing covered by Rule 5.2(c) [social security and immigration cases] or (d) 
[filings made under seal]; and 

vi. A pro se filing in an action brought under 28 U.S.C. §§2241, 2254, or 2255 
[habeas].  

c. Can the rule’s protections be extended? 

i. Yes.  Upon a showing of good cause, the court may: 

1. Require the redaction of additional material; or 

2. Limit or prohibit a nonparty’s remote electronic access to a document 
filed with the court. 

d. Can these protections be waived? 



i. Yes.  A person waives the protection of Rule 5.2(a) as to the person's own 
information by filing it without redaction and not under seal. 

e. What if you need the Court to see the redacted information? 

i. Under Rule 5.2(f), “A person making a redacted filing may also file an 
unredacted copy under seal. The court must retain the unredacted copy as part 
of the record.” 

f. How do the redaction requirements interact with filing under seal? 

i. Rule 5.2(d) provides that the court may order that a filing be made under seal 
without redaction. The court may later unseal the filing or order the person who 
made the filing to file a redacted version for the public record. 

ii. The rule does not limit or expand the judicially developed rules that govern 
sealing.  But, it does reflect the possibility that redaction may provide an 
alternative to sealing. 

g. What about trial exhibits? 

i. Trial exhibits are subject to the redaction requirements of Rule 5.2 to the extent 
they are filed with the court. Trial exhibits that are not initially filed with the 
court must be redacted in accordance with the rule if and when they are filed as 
part of an appeal or for other reasons. 

2. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) Governs Protective Orders.   

a. Briefly, upon a showing of good cause, the court may issue an order to protect a party or 
person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense that 
tailors discovery, filings, and disclosures.  These orders also protect against the 
disclosure—either through discovery or publicly through court filings—of confidential 
personal or proprietary information. 

b. What is good cause for a protective order? 

i. The movant must make a particular and specific demonstration of fact 
supporting the need for the protective order. 

3. Local Rule 3.03 Governs Filing Discovery Materials 

a. In accordance with Local Rule 3.3(c) - (e), discovery materials, including written 
discovery, documents produced during discovery, and depositions, are not filed with the 
Court as a matter of course.   

b. Discovery materials are filed only in limited circumstances, including: 



i. If ordered by the Court; 

ii. If necessary for the presentation or defense of a motion; or 

iii. If required by Rule 26(a)(3). 

4. Local Rule 1.09 Governs Filing Under Seal  

a. As a general matter, does the ability to file under seal in federal court create any 
conflicts or pose any significant problems? 

b. What are the foundations of those conflicts or problems? 

c. What is the Constitutional Right of Access? 

i. Criminal Cases 

1. The general public and the press have a First Amendment right of access 
to criminal trial proceedings. 

2. For a court to exclude the press and the public from a criminal 
proceeding, the exclusion must be necessitated by a compelling 
government interest and is narrowly tailored to serve that interest.   

ii. Civil Cases 

1. The constitutional right of access is more limited in civil cases. 

2. Viewed through the First Amendment, the discovery process, as a 
“matter of legislative grace,” is a statutorily created forum not 
traditionally open to the public.  Civil discovery is considered a private 
component of civil cases and access to that information is a secondary 
benefit of, and necessarily subservient to, the judicial system’s central 
concern of resolving disputes between litigants 

3. Public disclosure of discovery materials thus falls within the court’s 
discretion and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) governs that 
discretion.   The First Amendment does not trump  Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c).  
The discovery process, as a “matter of legislative grace,” is a statutorily 
created forum not traditionally open to the public.   

4. Thus, a party seeking to obtain a protective order to maintain the 
confidentiality of discovery materials, and third parties seeking access to 
those materials, must satisfy Rule 26(c)’s good cause standard. 

d. What is the Common Law Right of Access? 



i. Under the common law, there is a general presumption that criminal and civil 
actions should be conducted publicly.  This common law right includes the right 
to inspect and copy public records and documents. 

ii. A trial court may conceal the record of an entire civil case only if strict scrutiny is 
satisfied 

iii. Similar to the constitutional basis, the common law right of access does not 
extend to discovery.  The reason is that the prospect of all discovery material 
being presumptively subject to the right of access would likely lead to an 
increased resistance to discovery requests and no court is interested in 
incentivizing that. 

iv. The general rule of thumb here is this:  material filed with discovery motions is 
not subject to the common law right of access, but any material filed in 
connection with any substantive pretrial motions unrelated to discovery is 
subject to the right of access. 

v. What are some examples where this rule is applied? 

1. What about motions to compel? 

2. What about motions for summary judgment?  

3. What about motions in limine? 

4. What about motions concerning settlements such as those seeking 
approval or enforcement of a settlement agreement? 

vi. It’s basically a continuum.   At the one end are discovery motions and materials 
which are not subject to the right or access.  At the other end are dispositive 
motions.  Where your materials fall on the continuum can depend on the 
litigation’s stage and how they are presented to the court.  Decisions less 
central to merits resolutions implicate lesser right-to access-considerations.   

vii. Assuming that the materials are subject to the right of public access, the right 
can nevertheless be overcome by a showing of good cause, which requires a 
balancing of the right of access against the other party’s interest in keeping the 
information confidential.  In balancing these interests, courts consider the 
following factors: 

1. Whether allowing access would impair court functions or harm 
legitimate privacy interests. 

2. The degree of and likelihood of injury if made public 



3. The reliability of the information 

4. Whether there will be an opportunity to respond to the information 

5. Whether the information concerns public officials or public concerns 

6. The availability of a less onerous alternative to sealing the documents. 

5. So what is required to file a document under seal in the Middle District of Florida? 

a. Rule 1.09(a) - Unless authorized by statute, rule, or order, the party seeking to file 
something under seal must file and serve a motion, the title of which includes the words 
“Motion to Seal” and which includes: 

i. An identification and description of each item proposed for sealing; 

ii. The reason that filing each item is necessary; 

iii. The reason that sealing each item is necessary; 

iv. The reason that another means will fail to protect the movant’s proprietary or 
privacy interests; 

v. A statement of the proposed duration of the seal; and 

vi. A memorandum of legal authority in support of the seal. 

b. What should the practitioner do if the motion to seal is granted or filing materials under 
seal is otherwise authorized? 

i. Local Rule 1.09(b) - The party filing under seal should file and serve a motion, 
the title of which includes the words, “Motion to Seal Pursaunt to [Statute, Rule, 
or Order].”   

ii. The motion must include: 

1. A citation to the statute, rule, or order authorizing the seal; 

2. An identification and description of each item submitted for sealing; 

3. A statement of the proposed duration of the seal; 

4. A statement establishing that the items submitted for sealing are within 
the identified statute, rule, or order previously cited as authorizing the 
seal. 

iii. This motion and each item proposed for sealing must be submitted to the Clerk. 

c. How long can materials stay sealed in the Middle District of Florida? 



i. Unless there is good cause showing otherwise, no order sealing materials can 
extend beyond one year. 

1. What would be good cause under these circumstances? 

ii. How do you extend an order sealing materials? 

1. File a motion that: 

a. Complies rule Local Rule 1.09(b); 

b. Identifies the expiration of the seal; and  

c. Is filed before the expiration of the seal. 

d. Can settlements be sealed? 

i. Only under extraordinary circumstances such as the: 

1.  preservation of national security; 

2.  protection of trade secrets or other valuable proprietary information; 

3.  protection of especially vulnerable persons including minors or persons 
with disabilities; or  

4. protection of non-parties without either the opportunity or ability to 
protect themselves. 

e. Can the parties stipulate to have materials filed under seal? 

i. No.  The judge is the primary representative of the public interest in the judicial 
process and is duty-bound therefore to review any request to seal the record (or 
part of it). He may not rubber stamp a stipulation to seal the record.  Citizens 
First National Bank of Princeton v. Cincinnati Insurance Co., 178 F.3d 943, 944-
45 (7th Cir.1999) (Posner, J.). 

f. What about stipulated protective orders? 

i. These are still encouraged and useful; however, they do not entitle parties to 
have the materials covered by the orders filed under seal.   

ii. Also, a party should not seek to challenge material designated confidential by 
the stipulated order unless and until the party wants to utilize the material in a 
motion and file the material with the court. 

 



State Court Topics 

Yashica - The only thing I can think of when it relates to civil issues is when we file copies of lease 
agreements or contracts that include our clients social/ date of birth we have to redact that information. 
 Otherwise it’s very few documents that include personal information.    So on the handout a question 
could be raised such as do you review lease agreements for clients’ personal information before filing 
them with the court. 

Michael 

John 
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